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CONVERSION TABLE

Conversion factors for U.S. customary
to metric (SI) units of measurement

To Convert From To Multiply By

angstrom meters (1m1) I .000 000 X F-I (

altnlosphTerc kilo pascal (kPa) 1.013 25 X E+2

har kilo pascal (kPa) 1.000 000 X F+2

harn meter 2 (m 2) 1.000 000 X F-28

British Thermal unit (hermochemical) joule (..1) 1.054 350 X F+3

calorie (thermochemical) joule (.3) 4.184 000

cal (thernochemical )icm 2  mega joule/m 2(M.I/m 2) 4.184 000 X [-2

curie giga becquerel ((;Bq)' 3.700 000 X [:+ I

degree (angle) radian (rad) 1.745 329 X E-2

degree Fahrenheit degree kelvin (K) 1K=(Itf + 459.67)/I.8

electron %oil joule (.1) 1.602 19 X F-tI

erg joule () 1.000 O0) X F-7

erg/second wall (W) 1 .(00 000 X F-7

fool meter (m) 3.048 000 X E-I

fool-pound-force joule (.) 1.355 818

gallon (U.S. liquid) neler3 (m )  3.785 412 X F-3

inch meter (m) 2.540 (0( X E-2

jerk joule (.1) I.00 000 X V+,9

ioule'kilogram (./Kg) (radiation dose
absorbed ) Gray ((y) *I.000 (O00

kilotons icrajoules 4.183

kip ( W(OO 11f) newton (N) 4.448 222 X [+3

kip inch 2 (ksi) kilo pascal (kPa) 6.894 757 X E+3

klap newton-second/11 2 (N-s/r 2) 1.000 000 X E+2

micron meter (m) 1.000 ((0(0 X E-6

rail meter (m) 2.540 0(0(0 X F-5

mile (international) meter (m) 1.609 344 X F+3

ounce kilogram (kg) 2.834 952 X E-2

pound-force (1111 avoirdupois) newton (N) 4.448 222

pound-force Inch newton-Ometer (N.m) 1.129 848 X F-I

pound-force/inch newton/meter (N/m) 1.751 268 X [+2

pound-force/fool 2  kilo pascal (kPa) 4.788 026 X E-2

pound-force/inch 2 (OSP) kilo pascal (kPa) 6.894 757

pound-mass (ibm avoirdupois) kilogram (kg) 4.535 924 X F-I

pound-mass-foo 2 (moment of Inertia) kilograni-rneler2 (kg. m 2) 4.214 Oi X E-2

poundl-iiass/fool 3  kilogram/meter3 (kg/m 3 )  1.601 846 X [+1

rad (radiation close absorbed I Gray ((y) + 1.000 O00O X F-2

roentgen coulombkilogram (C/kg) 2.579 760 X E-4

shake second (s) I.0(0 000 X i--8

,:ig kilogram (kg) 1.459 390 X [± l

torr (mi IIg. O* ") kilo pasc-al (kila) 1.333 22 X E-I

The becqtterel (Bq) is the SI unit of radioactivity: Bp = I event/s.

'The (6ray ((;y) is the SI unit of absorbed radiation.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

It has been long recognized that a number hundred meters and was, at first. thought
of ionospheric processes belong to the to vary little, regardless of plasma condi-
same class of interchange instabilities as tions. This nominal freezing scale has been
those that impact nuclear phenom,',ology. determined from optical measurements of
These include the Rayleigh-Taylor instabili- CHECKMATE, of barium ion-cloud stri-
ty that operates at the magnetic equator, the ations, and, as will be presented in detail

mid-latitude 9 X B instability that is driv- below, from spectral analysis of in situ
en by neutral winds, and the high-latitude plasma density fluctuations and phase

E X B instability that is driven by magne- scintillation data.

tospheric electric fields. Large barium The need for further experimental charac-
clouds released into the ionosphere also are terization of the freezing process is crucial
unstable to these processes, and a number because relatively untested theories for its
of experiments have been performed in explanation are being implemented in
space to study them. The local linear theory system codes (e.g., SCENARIO, MICE. and
for these instabilities has been worked out MELT). Moreover, it is not obvious that a
by many investigators (see review by Fejer single mechanism dominates over all
and Aelley. 1980, and references therein), others, or whether two or more processes

contribute to the formation of the freezing
The concept of "freezing" associated with scale. It is, therefore, particularly important
plasma irregularities has become a focus to experimentally test candidate theories.
for the DNA community. Evidence of To do so, we have examined changes in the
freezing-that is. the appearance and freezing scale under varying plasma condi-
persistence of F-region plasma irregulari- tions; we examined different strengths of
ties at a preferred scale size-was first instability driver, looked at contiguous. but
noted in photographs of striations produced oppositely directed plasma density gradi-
by the CHECKMATE nuclear detonation ents, and measured changes in freezing
1W. G. Chesnut, personal communicationi. scale as a function of altitude (collisional-
Since then, this phenomenon has been ity).
observed in various plasmas at F-region
altitudes, notably barium ion clouds, and Implicit in the following analysis is the
the nighttime equatorial and polar iono- assumption that the freezing scale (origi-
spheres. Freezing characteristics, and the nally coined to describe photographic data)
processes that produce them, are of interest is uniquely associated with the break point
because they appear to be intimately between slope regimes of a two-cornponent
associated with the convective interchange power-law spectrum of plasma density
instabilities and are expected to be promi- fluctuations. The means we have used to
nent in the nuclear environment. Despite determine the freezing break is to observe
their acknowledged existence, very little is the measured spectrum of plasma density
known experimentally about the freezing fluctuations (or of radio waves passing
characteristics. The freezing scale has been through those fluctuations). Our analysis
observed to have a nominal value of several uses three different data sets collected in



the naturally disturbed equatorial iono- spectral forms using weak scatter phase
sphere. These are: (1) RF phase scintilla- scintillation data. In Section 3 we compare
lion measurements, (2) high-resolution these results to spectra from a number of
satellite in situ measurements scanning the orbits of the AE- E satellite. This analysis
structure horizontally, and (3) in situ verifies that the propagation-derived esti-
PLUMEX rocket observations scanning the mates of horizontally sampled spectral
structure vertically. This combination of form agree with in situ observations. This
techniqles provides insight into the inte- is followed, in Section 4. by a detailed
grated plasma effects that impact systems, analysis of the height variations of spec-
the altiltude (collisionality) dependence of tral shape sampled vertically by the DNA
the freezing process. and any spectral PLUMEX rocket. and. in Section 5. by a
anisotropy associated with freezing. discussion of the altitude dependence of

the freezing scale. We summarize in
In the next section, we examine these Section 6.



SECTION 2

PHASE SCINTILLATION DATA: TWO-DIMENSIONAL SPECTRA

The DNA Wideband satellite (Fremotui' et At the time of the analysis of the data
al.. 1978) operated from spring 1976 until presented by Rino (1979), the generally
late sumnmer 1979. During those years, two-component nature of irregularity spec-
hundreds of passes of equatorial phase tra had not yet been recognized, and single
scintillation were obtained at Ancon. Peru, power-law fits were made to the spectra
in the Atlantic sector and Kwajalein, over an approximate spatial wavelength
Marshall Islands, in the Pacific. At the time range of 300 to 3000 m (temporal fre-
of the first Wideband analyses, there had quency range 0.1 to 10 Hz). As shown by
been no systematic study of ionospheric Rino (1979). the average weak-scatter (0.2
irregularity spectral shape. The Wideband < S4 < 0.5) power-law phase spectral index
experiment (and. in particular, the phase for the equatorial data was between 2.6 and
scintillation measurements) provided infor- 2.9, corresponding to a one-dimensional in
marion for the first morphological studies situ index between 1.6 and 1.9. As pointed
of equatorial irregularity structure. As a out by Livin ston and Dabbs (1986). wvhen
result, much of the application phenome- the same data are analyzed using more
nology modeling of irregularity spectral appropriate spectral analysis techniques
shape has been based on these data. than those used in the original analysis

(i.e., the temporal data are windowed), the
Rino (1979) presents scintillation statistics spectral indices are somewhat steeper: 2.9
of a large accumulation of the Wideband at Kwajalein and 3.1 at Ancon.
equatorial data. Given a homogeneous and
\\eakly disturbed rnedium with one-dimen- In order to look more carefully at the data
sional power-law index Pl. phase screen in terms of a freezing break and multicom-
theory predicts that the phase spectrum of ponent spectral form. a selected portion of
a propagated signal passing through the the Wideband equatorial data were repro-
medium will have index p1+1. Because that cessed. Some results of that analysis. as
is an integrated measure of structure along applied to a characterization of the phase
the raypath, the propagation data are not spectrum under both weak and strong
the unambiguous measure of irregularity scattering conditions, are discussed by
structure that in situ data are; in practice, Lb'ingston and Dabbs (1986). A major
diffraction and other propagation effects, concern when using phase spectra to imply
and superposed structured regions, can irregularity structure is that the particular
distort a phase spectrum. Nevertheless. in manifestations of diffraction on the phase
collection, the average phase spectral form spectrurn are unknown. By diffraction, we
can be measured and related to that of the mean any departure from the norninal
irregularities. Furthermore, the phase linear dependence of signal phase on
scintillation data have direct relevance to carrier frequency. Unless the diffraction
the prediction of RF communication and effects can be specifically identified, any
surveillance system performance, which is conclusions regarding phase spectral shape
much of the original motivation for the should be based on weak scatter data only.
experimental work. Under those conditions, phase screen

3



theory predicts that the phase spectrum is scatter limit. To avoid Fresnel null biases
an integrated mapping of the in situ when extracting the spectral slopes, two
structure, as noted above. Our purpose is linear least-square fits are obtained over
to obtain representative values of the phase temporal frequency ranges near the low-
spectral slopes and break frequency, from and high-frequency ends of the phase
which the one-dimensional in situ irregular- spectrum. Taking into consideration the
ity spectral form can be implied, average Fresnel null frequencies at 413 and

1239 MHz (Livingston and Dabbs, 1986),
A convenient range of disturbance level to convenient fit ranges are 0.10 to 0.56 Hz
work with which satisfies the weak scatter (-1.00 to -0.25 log Hz, approximately 4500
criterion, is an intensity scintillation level to 800 m spatial scale), and 1.8 to 10.0 Hz
of 0.2 < S4 < 0.5. The lower limit is (0.25 to 1.00 Hz, approximately 250 to 45
necessary to avoid bias of the results m spatial scale). The means of obtaining
caused by noise contamination. The Lipper the slopes over these fit ranges, and the
limit follows from analysis presented below spectral analysis, per se, are described by
that shows that above this level of S4, phase Livingston and Dabbs (1986).
errors begin to rapidly increase and the
phase spectral shape begins to be distorted.
There is an enormous dynamic range of We chose 24 Wiajeband orbits from Anon
equatorial irregularity strength; depending and 19 from Kwajalein for the analysis. All
upon the strength, the scintillation data that were selected because they show consistent
fall into this weak scatter disturbance range scintillation throughout most of each
may occur on any of the three Wideband pass-that is, at a variety of propagation
carrier frequencies (137, 413, or 1239 geometries. The Ancon data are from the
MHz). period February through April 1977: the

Kwajalein data are from July through
September 1977. There is a distinct shift inLimiting thme analysis to wveak scatter levels the season during which the irregularities

is not without its complications. In maximize in the Atlantic and Pacific

particular. Fresnel null structure is super- sectors (Tsunoda, 1985). The reprocessed

imposed on most of the weak scatter phase data are taken from the peak scintillation

spectra we observe. Figure 1 shows an

example seCquence of simultaneous 413- seasons at each longitude.

MHz and 1239-MHz intensity and phase
spectra showing Fresnel effects. The measured spectra have been catego-

rized into three shape types: (1) single
(Note that these 1239-MHz spectra are not power law, (2) two-component power law
included in our weak scatter results because with a shallow long wavelength regime
their S4 levels were less than 0.2.) The slope (p,) breaking to a more steeply sloped
arrows indicate the expected frequency of dissipation regime slope (1p1,), and (3) the
occurrence of the first Fresnel intensity reverse two-component form. This catego-
peak and phase null, for the given pass rization is somewhat arbitrary, and is not
geometry, an assumed irregularity anisotro- meant to imply that the different forms are
py of 50:1 and a layer height of 350 km. manifestations of different irregularity
The nulls are conspicuous, even in these generation mechanisms. Instead, there is a
spectra that have been smoothed for continuum of forms that encompass these
display, and persist even beyond the weak three types.

4
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When the two measured slopes are within measured spectral index values. The first
20% of one another, they are considered is the similarity of spectral slopes (both one
single-component power-law spectra. As and two component) at the different carrier
Table 1 shows, these comprise approxi- frequencies. Propagation theory predicts
mately 30% of the overall spectral that although the energy in the phase
population. Spectra of the third category spectra will vary from carrier to carrier, the
are those for which p, is significantly spectral shape will not. The agreement
steeper than pl,. Although this form between the slope values measured at
accounts for nearly 30% of the spectra at different carriers (e.g.. Ancon 137/413/
Ancon (and nearly 40% at Kwajalein). we 1239 MHz) assures that the fits are being
will not consider those spectra here. Our made without the influence of Fresnel null
justification is that this spectral form is effects. The agreement between spectral
almost never observed in situ at the equator shapes at different carriers also says that
(as will be shown in Section 3). Most likely, the spectral form is not dependent upon
the phase spectra of this type are a result disturbance level. Tile irregularity structure
of integration through more than just a producing the weak scatter scintillation at
homogeneous F layer: simulations have 1239 MHz is several times stronger than
shown that superposition of the phase that causing the same disturbance at 413
energy from a high-density E region can MHz, yet their spectral forms are nearly
readily produce such a spectral form. identical.

The average measured Wideband phase It is also instructive to look at the slope
spectral slope data are summarized in values in Table 1 relative to previously
Table 1. as a function of receiving site and published results. We have already men-
carrier frequency. The slope distributions tioned the Rino (1979) results and the
from which these averages are derived are limitations of their applicability. Figure 12
shown in Figure 2 (single power-law of Liingston and Dabbs (1986) summarizes
population). Figure 3 (Ancon two-conpo- the average weak scatter spectral slope of
nent population). and Figure 4 (Kwajalein tlhe Ancon and Kwajalein data. assumning
two-component population). In order to that all of the spectra are single power law
simplify comparison with the in situ data, in form. For Ancon. tlleir overall power-law

the average indices in Table 1 are given in slope is close to that of the single power-law

term s of the equivalent one-dim ensional pop ulatco s to ta t of the thee ca er s.

form, as would be measured by a satellite poplula1tionlS in Table 1 at the three carriers.
for. roe poud be eAsred bly amstie Furthermore, the average of the Ancon
or rocket probe. As previously mentioned, two-component indices in Table 1 (which
a difference of unity between the slopes of is a good approximation to what would be
phase and in situ spectra is predicted by obtained from a single power-law fit over
phase screen propagation theory at these the same spectra) is also close to the same
weak scatter levels. The widths of the value. However, for the Kwajalein data.
distribetions in Figures 2 through 4 are also Livingston and Dabbs (1986) reported a
summarized in Table 1 in terms of their significantly lower average spectral slope
10tth and 90th percentile one-dimensional (about 1.9 in situ) from single power-law
equivalents, fits over all of tle spectra, relative to

Ancon. Until recently, this has been
There are several important points to be generally considered to be a result of
made from Table I, in addition to the different (but unidentified) structuring

6



Table 1. Summary of phase spectral characteristics.

Wideband 1977-1978

Kwajalein (413 MHs, 254 samples)

Population Slope Range Break Scale Break Range
Power Law Type (%) Slope 10th-90th Percentile (m) 10th-90th Percentile

one 30 2.2 1.5 to 2.8
two 33 1.3 0.6 to 2.0 530 220 to 1300

Pa < Pb 3.0 2.0 to 4.0

two 37 2.7 1.9 to 3.4
Pa > Pb 0.9 0.2 to 1.6

Kwajalein (1239 MHz, 76 samples)

Population Slope Range Break Scale Break Range
Power Law Type (%) Slope 10th-90th Percentile (m) 10th-90th Percentile

one 25 2.0 1.5 to 2.6
two 34 1.4 0.7 to 2.0 570 200 to 1700

P, < Pb 3.2 2.3 to 4.1
two 41 2.5 1.8 to 3.2

Pa > Pb 1.0 0.3 to 1.7

Ancon (137 MHz, 110 samples)

Population Slope Range Break Scale Break Range
Power Law Type (%) Slope 10th-90th Percentile (m) 10th-90th Percentile

one 32 2.3 1.8 to 2.9
two 38 1.3 0.5 to 2.2 420 170 to 1100

P, < Pb 3.1 2.1 to 4.2
two 30 2.5 1.6 to 3.3

Pa > Pb 0.9 0.2 to 1.6

Ancon (413 MHz, 317 samples)

Population Slope Range Break Scale Break Range
Power Law Type (%) Slope 10th-90th Percentile (m) 10th-90th Percentile

one 26 2.1 1.5 to 2.7
two 46 1.2 0.3 to 3.4 530 200 to 1400

Pa < Pb 3.2 2.1 to 4.2
two 28 2.6 1.8 to 3.4

Pa > Pb 1.1 0.4 to 1.8

Ancon (1239 MHz, 103 samples)

Population Slope Range Break Scale Break Range
Power Law Type (%) Slope 10th-90th Percentile (m) 10th-90th Percentile

one 19 2.0 1.2 to 2.8
two 62 1.1 0.3 to 2.0 480 200 to 1140

P. < Pb 3.3 2.2 to 4.3
two 18 2.7 2.0 to 3.5

Pa > Pb 0.7 - 0.4 to 1.9

7
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Figure 2. Distributions of Single Power-Law Spectral Indices for 413 and 1239 MHz in
Weak Scatter at Kwajalein and Ancon.
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Figure 3. Distributions of the P, and P1, Phase Spectral Indices for 413 and 1239 MHz,
Weak Scatter Conditions at Kwajalein.
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processes at the two longitudes. However, magnetic field (50:1 or larger anisotropy).
Table 1 shows that the Kwajalein single- the effective scan velocity caused by the
cotiponent and "normal" two-component satellite motion depends upon propagation
slopes are very similar to those at Ancon. geometry. but has an average value of ~
We conclude that the longitude differences 0.45 km/s. At the local time and latitude
reported in Livingston and Dabbs (1986) of the observations. F-region polarization
arise from the inclusion of the "reverse" and tidal electric fields wvill typically dri\e
t\vo-component form spectra in their the irregularities eastward at a velocity of
analysis population. The significantly high- 0.25 km/s. Thus we can estimate the
er population of these spectra at Kwajalein total effective scan velocity to be in the 0.5-
exaggerates tlhe spectral shallowing there, to 0.7-km/s range.
relative to Ancon.

Livingston et al. (1981). also made a study For each two-component spectrum in the

of the spectral shape of a limited segment population (both normal and reverse

of Kwajalein Wideband data over a wide forms), the break frequency is determined
range of scatter levels. A conclusion of that as the intersection of the p,, and pl, linear
report was that the irregularity spectral fit segments. The distribution of the breakslope shallowed with increasing irregularity frequencies is shown in Figure 5 for 413

strength. It no\\ understood that phase and 1239 MHz at Ancon and Kwajalein.

spectra shallow during strong scatter The distributions are broad, which is

conditions because of diffraction (Living- primarily a result of the range of sampled

S0/1 ad Dabbs. 1986). We note that the propagation geometries and effecti\e scan
weak scatter portion of the Livingston et al. velocities. If there were a means of

( 1981 ) data. wvhich were fit as single-con- accurately applying corrections for tile scan

ponent power law spectra. exhibit slopes velocity so that the data could be sorted in

values close to those we observe here. spatial scale, the distributions would be
much narrower.

In addition to the slopes. the spatial scale
at which the two-component phase spec- Despite the broadening. the distributions in
trum breaks (the freezing scale) can be Figure 5 all peak near the same frequencv.
determined. In the propagation case. a Because the temporal frequency at which
break in the irregularity spectrum appears the translated break occurs is independent
in the phase spectrum at a temporal of carrier frequency. this lends credence to
frequency dictated by the line-of-sight scan the interpretation that the origin of the
velocity. This. in turn, depends upon the break is in situ. Choosing an overall
irregularity altitude, anisotropy, and irregu- average break frequency of 1. 1 Hz, and a
larity motion. The orbital inclination of the representative scan velocity of 0.60 ki/s.
Wideband satellite is such that for the our estimate of the irregularity break scale
premidnight pass data used here, the is near 0.55 km. This is in good agreement
propagation path scans nearly along the with the irregularity spectrum break scale
magnetic meridian. For F-region irregulari- observed by satellites and rockets, as will
ties that are highly extended along the be reviewed in the following sections.
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SECTION 3

AE-E DATA: HORIZONTAL, ONE-DIMENSIONAL SCANS

The Atmospheric Explorer-E (AE-E) satel- resolution ion density measured by the drift
lite mission operated from late 1976 meter. For the orbits of interest, the RPA
through mid1979, providing in situ mea- data spans that exhibited structure (and
surements of the equatorial ionosphere, some degree of stationarity in that struc-
Among the instruments that the spacecraft ture) were selected for processing. The only
carried was a retarding potential analyzer structures that were specifically avoided
(RPA) from which high-resolution mea- were those obviously dominated by bottom-
surements of plasma density structure were side spread (BSS) irregularities; these were
obtained. A detailed description of the RPA found primarily in the 375-km data. For
and its associated instrumentation can be each RPA sample, background parameters
found in work by Hanson and Heelis (1975). (e.g., average ion density, density gradient)

have been extracted, and the power
Of interest to us here are two periods of spectral density of the plasma structure
time when AE-E was operating at altitudes computed.
well within the equatorial F layer. These
two periods were in autumn 1978 and
winter 1979-1980. when the satellite was at As an overview of the background condi-
altitudes of 375 and 435 ki. respectively. tions, Figure 7a shows the variation of

This first period was well onto the upswing mean ion density with dip latitude: each

of the solar cycle: the latter period was near point corresponds to an RPA record for

sunspot maximum. During each period, which spectra have been computed. The

many orbits of data were obtained. Of figure illustrates that the background

these, there were approximately 30 orbits densities for the 1978 (375 - kin) and
when the RPA instrument was on and the 1979-1980 (435-km) measurements are

ionosphere that it sampled was significantly very similar. Both show the same increase
structured to merit detailed analysis. in ion density away from the magnetic

Because at low latitudes the F region equator, which is probably a signature of

str'ictures only during the local evening and the equatorial anomaly. The similarity of
night hours when F-layer bubbles can the mean densities is not surprising, be-

occur, the disturbed orbits all correspond cause, relative to the F peak, the obser-
to local evening. The previously mentioned vation altitudes are nearly the same.

seasonal dependence of irregularity occur- lonosonde measurements collected at Kwa-
rence effectively limits the selected 1978 jalein during mid-1979 (Tsunoda and Rino,
data to Pacific longitudes, and the 1982) show a typical F-layer bottomside
1979-1980 data to Atlantic longitudes. altitude of 350 km at spread-F onset. with

a decline to 300 km by midnight. Similar
The RPA instrument aboard AE-E did not observations made in mid-1981. late in the
operate continuously, but rather collected peak of the solar cycle. show the bottom-
data for three out of each six seconds. side altitudes to be shifted upward by an
Figure 6 shows a series of these samples average of 50 km. We would estimate that
with respect to the continuous low- in both our 1978 and 1979-1980 data sets.

13
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the AE-E was very near the average peak One of the difficulties encountered when
of the F layer at local middle evening hours. deriving spectral shape information (slopes

and break scales) from multiconponent
The integrated energy in the overall, power-law spectra is that all practical
intermediate scale (200- to 2000-m) ion automated fitting algorithms appear to have
density structure is shown in Figure 7b. The biases. When the low- and high-frequency
peak deviations in the anomaly region are portions of a multicomponent spectrum
similar, but at the dip equator, the average have very different slopes, and the break
energy is stronger at 375 km. Figure 7c itself is the dominant spectral feature,
illustrates that both data sets show similar accurate fits are derived. However, when
and systematic weakening of the structure the slopes are similar, or the spectrum
with local time as the irregularities, shows some isolated secondary structure,
generated by plasma bubble passage, fits are often obtained that, by eye, do not
slowly decay. appear to be optimum. For these AE-E

data, it is practical to fit each spectrum
For our morphological purposes here, the interactively. Breaks in the spectra are
data in Figure 7 show that, in collection, identified by eye in a computer display, and
there are no dramatic differences between least-square slope fits to the power-law
the two time/altitude periods, in terms of slope segments between these breaks are
background conditions and level of struc- determined by the computer. Figure 8
luring. This simplifies the comparison of shows that the power-law segments deter-
the spectral forms obtained from the two mined this way accurately represent the
data sets: with no gross differences between measured continuum.
the ionospheric conditions (background
density or large-scale gradients), the pri- The collected spectral form data have been
mary structuring processes should be sorted into various spectral types. The
similar. populations for each type are determined

using measured spectral breaks that are
Figure 8 shows typical power spectra of the within the freezing break "window" (150-
ion density irregularities (these are from to 2500-m spatial scale); as with the phase
one orbit in the 1978 series). The spectra spectra in Section 2, adjoining slope
are computed in a conventional fashion, segments that are within 20% of one
using the procedures developed for the another are considered to be a single
HILAT satellite program. The three-second power-law segment with no intervening
RPA records are edge matched and cosine break. Table 2 shows the resulting
windowed, before computation of a 600- population of one-, two-, and three-compo-
point FFT. This provides spectral informa- nent spectral types. For both time periods,
tion over a frectUency range of 0.5 to 100.0 the majority of the spectra are two
Hz. For the satellite scan velocity of 0.77 component in shape, with the expected
km/s. this corresponds to measurement of form: a shallow intermediate scale regime
structure energy at spatial wavelengths breaking to a more steeply sloped dissipa-
between about 80 and 4000 m. The tion regime. The reverse form (i.e.. more
computed spectra are binomially smoothed shallowly sloped at short scales) is virtually
and log decimated to 50 points, producing absent, unlike the phase spectral data.
the form shown in Figure 8. Significant portions, roughly one quarter,
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Table 2. Summary of in situ irregularity spectral characteristics.

AE-E 1978

375 km Altitude, Pacific Sector, 272 samples
Population Slope Range Break Scale Break Range

Power Law Type (M) Slope 10th-90th Percentile (M) 10th-90th Percentile
one 23 1.6 1.1 to 2.1
two 56 0.8 0.1 to 1.5 800 500 to 1300

Pa < Pb 2.4 1.9 to 2.9
two 1 -

Pa > Pb _

three 20 0.9 - 0.3 to 2.1 1700 1200 to 2500
2.0 0.1 to 1.6 350 240 to 550
2.4 1.4 to 3.4

AE.E 1979-1980

435 km Altitude, Atlantic Sector, 146 samples

Population Slope Range Break Scale Break Range
Power Law Type (%) Slope 10th-9Oth Percentile (M) 10th-90th Percentile

one 29 1.9 1.3 to 2.5
two 67 0.9 0.1 to 1.6 720 480 to 1100

P. < Pb 3.0 2.5 to 3.5
two 1 -

Pa > Pb

three 4

of both the 1978 and 1979-1980 popula- the dominant. two-component spectra, it is
lions are best fit by a single power-law worthwhile to consider the overall spectral
segment. The biggest difference between character that is observed. As with the
the distributions measured at the two phase spectra populations, we would argue
alltitudes is the relatively high percentage that although the spectra are sorted into
of three-component spectra in the 1979- three population types in Table 2 for
1980 data. convenience, the) are actually samples of

the same population continuum. Instead of
Figure 9 shows the distributions of the being tlhe product of separate structuring
measured spectral slopes for the single mechanisms, they are manifestations of the
power-law and two-component AE-E spec- same process encountered under different
tral forms. These are summarized in Table conditions. For both altitude periods, the
2 in terms of the slope mean and 10th/90th average of the two-component spectral
percentile range. Although most of the indices is nearly exactly the same as tihe
discussion that follows is concerned with measured single power-law index: this is

18
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because the average of the indices is a good can affect the growth and dissipation
approximation to what would be obtained mechanisms that determine the details of
using a single power-law fit over the entire the short-wavelength portion of the spectra.
spectrum. The same is true for the 375-km
altitude, three-component indices.

The measured distributions of the two-
There are few data with which to compare component spectral break wavelength are
the slope information in Table 2, other than shown in Figure 10, and are summarized
the phase data presented in Section 2. in Table 2. For each spectrum in the
Examples of in situ irregularity spectra two-component populations, the break
measured by AE-E are presented in a few wavelength data have been converted to an
papers (e.g., McClure et al., 1977) but there equivalent cross-field dimension basedequiealent cross-fildadimensioniebase
have been no systematic studies of upon the satellite orbit and the DGRF-75/80
ionospheric irregularity spectra in the 200- magnetic field model. It is interesting to
to 2500-rn spatial wavelength "freezing note from Figure 10 that the distribution of
window." Liv'ingston et al. (1981) present break scales is relatively uniform over the
spctral results from low-resolution AE-E standard deviation range shown in Table 2.
data, based upon single power-law fits
made at longer wavelengths (750 to
7500-m). The physics controlling the Unlike the spectral slopes, which differ
spectral shape at those longer wavelengths between the two different altitude sets,
appears to be quite different from that there is only a small difference between the
controlling the interrmediate scale structure. average freezing break wavelengths at 375
and comparisons between these data and and 435 km. The small change that is seen
those of Livingston et al. (1981) are not is attributable to the occurrence of more
appropriate, larger-scale ( > 1100 m) breaks in the

375-km data, as the distributions in Figure
The statistical summary of the irregularity 10 illustrate.
spectral slopes in Table 2 shows that
despite the similarity of background Although the specific mechanisms for
conditions and structuring levels, the two control of the freezing break are not

different year/altitude/- longitude sets show completely understood, it is likely that
some differences. The 435-km single collisionality plays a significant role. The
power-law slopes are considerably steeper neutral atmospheric density, and therefore
than those at 375 km. The two-component the collision frequency, decreases exponen-
slope values suggest that this difference tially with altitude. In the collision-
arises from a steeper spectrum at short dominated F region. the irregularity growth
spatial wavelengths; there is very little rate is inversely proportional to collision
difference between the slopes at wave- frequency; one would expect, to first order,
lengths larger than the freezing scale. that this would result in an altitude

dependence of the freezing scale wave-
It is difficult to determine any specific length. It is therefore somewhat surprising
reason for these differences because of the to find such close agreement in break scales
separation of the data sets in solar cycle, measured at 375 and 435 km. Accordingly,
longitude (through magnetic field configu- we have considered the collision conditions
ration), and altitude. Any of these factors for the two data sets in more detail.
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The average ion-neutral collision frequency AE-E data. The control of the freezing
for the two time periods of AE-E data has break may be much more complex than we
been estimated fronm measured F170.7 solar have suggested. but there also may be a
flux. Kelly et al. (1983) present the daily relatively simple explanation. The basic
mean exospheric temperature versus solar assumption used above is that the freezing
flux for a solar cycle of Chatanika radar break is set by a single. constant driver
observations. A fit to their data gives the (gravity) under conditions in the irregular-
expression ity locale. The PLUMEX rocket data that

will be presented in Section 4 support this
T, = 685. + 2.54 * F10.7 assumption, except that the freezing break

For the AE-E data periods in 1978 and in those data appear to be set by local
1979-1980. the average estimated exo- conditions at the time and place that the

spheric temperatures are 1041 K for the irregularities were created. As is well
Pacific sector data anid 1180 K for the known, the dynamics of growth-phase
Atlantic sector data. Figure 11 shows the equatorial bubbles can rapidly transport
altitude variations of the ion-neUtral kilometer-scale structure over a large
collision frequencies based on the Jaccia altitude range. Furthermore, any dominant
neutral density model and using the kilometer-scale structure should map along
momentun transfer cross-section coeffi- field lines. Thus, AE-E in an orbit that
cients after Schunk and Walker (1973). As traverses approximately ±_20 degrees of
the figure shows, the intervening year of dip latitude. Will sample a complicated
increasing solar flux reduces the collision composite of freezing breaks that reflect a
frequency change between 375 and 435 km. wide variety of irregularity generation
However, even the change from 0.20 to conditions.
0.12 Hz should produce a measurable
increase in the freezing break between the In contrast to this broad time and space
lower- and higher-altitude data periods: the coverage of AE-E. in the next section wve
data do not show such a change. review data from the PLUMEX II rocket.

These data provide a means to obtain
There are a number of reasons that this spectral shape under known local condi-
first-order application of collision control tions and over a short enough period in time
of the freezing break might not apply to the that ai) drivers are constant.
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SECTION 4

PLUMEX DATA; VERTICAL, ONE-DIMENSIONAL SCANS

The DNA PLUMEX II rocket was launched dominant irregularity structure in the F
in July 1979 from Kwajalein Atoll into fully region. With the emergence of theories to
developed, early decay phase ionospheric explain multicomponent spectra, we have
F-region structure. Its trajectory followed returned to the PLUMEX data to make a
the central stern of an equatorial plume that closer examination of the irregularity
extended from the bottornside through the spectral forms that were observed. The
topside of the F layer. During its upleg PLUMEX experirnent \\as utnique in that it
flight. the rocket passed through a highly provided a means to examine altitude
structured F region and then a distinct dependencies in the irregularity processes.
topside depletion. On the downleg flight, a dimension not generally available from
the rocket again penetrated the depletion, satellites. In particular, it is possible to
at a slightly more northerly latitude. and determine the altitude dependence of the
encountered F-region structure similar to break point.
that seen on the upleg.

We first consider the overall geometry of
The PLUMEX data have been discussed in the PLUMEX experiment. \\hich has an
several papers and reports. Most notably. important bearing on the Upleg/downleg
Acle'v et al. (1982) studied short-scale spectral comparisons. Figure 12 shows the
structure. and Rino et al. (1981) considered rocket trajectory (solid curve) and magnetic
intermediate-scale (100- to 2000-n) irregu- field lines (DGRF75) at three altitudes.
larities. Rino et al. (1981) performed traced from the downleg to the upleg and
spectral analysis on a broad-altitude on southward to the magnetic eqluator. The
segment of the F-layer electron density altitudes of the field lines at their
profile. and found a two-component intersections with the trajectory and the
power-law form, with a break near 800 il. magnetic equator are noted. In actuality.
This is very similar to the statistical the rocket trajectory was not ill the
characterization obtained from the AE-E magnetic meridian (8.5 degrees azinmuth)
data presented in Section 3. The implica- as Figure 12 implies; instead it was
tion of this agreement is that vertical and launched at about 25 degrees azimuth.
horizontal in situ scans (both cross field) which allowed interception of the eastward
are essentially equivalent. (i.e., there is drifting plume during both the upleg and
little anisotropy in the plane perpendicular do\vnleg flights. Several features of the
to the magnetic field) and that the macroscale structure encountered during
PLUMEX data provide a representative the upleg were also observed during the
\ie\v of the altitude dependencies of downleg.
equatorial irregularity processes at interme-
diate scale sizes. Figure 13 shows tle plasma density profiles

obtained during the upleg and downleg.
Because it was computed over such a large The topside bubble (at 475 km on the
altitude range. the Rino et al. (1981) tpleg) was encountered at about 440 kmn on
spectral result provided only a look at the the downleg: the same structured sublayer
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seen between 355 and 410 kin upleg, is seen seem to be the case. Figure 15 shows that
between 320 and at 375 km on the dovnileg. irregularity structure on the upleg is
The altitude differences between the concentrated on the positive gradients of
upleg/ldownleg macroscale plasma features the profile; this Would imply that the
coincide well with the altitude variation of positive gradients were unstable to convec-
the magnetic field lines shown in Figure 12. tive structuring prior to, or during, the
The implication is that the macroscale upleg flight. In contrast. on the downleg
plasma features in the middle and Lipper F profile there is no similar correlation
layer map from upleg to dowvnleg along the between gradient sign and irregularity
magnetic field. The profiles also suggest strength. Figure 15 specifically compares
that local aeronorny, rather than mapping, tlhe altitude distribution of tlhe intermediate-
controls the layer shape at low altitudes, scale structure, after mapping the downleg
Using ALTAIR incoherent-scatter radar statistics to the upleg altitude. The first
measurements made during a scan in the parameter showvn is the logarithm of the
magnetic meridian. Tsunoda (1980) showed standard deviation in electron density, oN.
similar field alignment of macroscale The second is the logarithm of the
plasna structure at high altitudes. and the normalized deviation. oN/N. Because \we
control of the bottornside F layer by are concerned specifically with the struc-
recombination chemistry. In our case, this ture in the freezing scale range. the
handoff between mapping and aeronomy parameters are obtained by integrating the
processes occurs at ail altitude of about 275 spectral energy over a 2000- to 200-n wave-
ki. Similar conclusions were drawnr by length window.
Ale h'v et al. (1986) in tle CONDOR experi-
ments.

Because of the power-law nature of the

The macroscale similarities between the irregularity spectrum, both parameters in
Figure 15 are dominated by irregularitiesupleg and dow\nleg call be seen more
at the largest scales in this range. and these
should effectively map along the magnetic

density and gradient scale are plotted field e e i u

versus altitude. Both parameters are con- strect ure a ihowa do n o n
Structure rmaxima do not correspond.

puted over a 10-km interval in altitude. In indicating that the 1- to 2- km wavelength
the figure. the downleg data have been densityinglate o n avlngth

dniyirregularities do not map) along theshifted upward in altitude by the amount field from upleg to downleg. The most
determined by the field line trace, referenc- likely explanation is that the upleg and
ing them to the same magnetic altitude as downleg trajectories penetrated slightly
tie upleg. different parts of the plume-the upleg

sampling the central stem, and the downleg
Point by point, there are differences sampling ain edge where horizontal gradi-
between the profiles, but the large-scale ents could be important. An alternative. but
plasma sublayers and the gradient scales probably less likely explanation in this
are ctite similar, overall, case, is that irregularities with a real

frequency component can transport them-
On the basis that the bulk plasma features selves from the gradients on which they
map from the upleg to the downleg, one were produced (Sperling and Glassman.
might expect that the intermediate-scale 1985). For our purposes here. however, the
structure Wvould also map. This does not precise altitude distribution of irregularities
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is less important than the fact that the averaged in log power to obtain the mean
perturbation levels of the upleg and shape (for the overall 20-ki span) shown
downleg data are similar: this makes the as a dashed line. Note that the mean shape
direct comparison of their higher-order is not the same as the mean spectral
statistics more straightforward. density, which 'votild follow the top of the

envelope formed by the three curves. A fit

In this inestigation. we have attempted to is applied to the mean spectral shape in

ma.\imize the altitude resolution of the Figure 16 using the same interactive
spectral analysis. in order to best observe procedure as was used with the AE-E data.

height dependencies of the break scales. That is. break points are identified by eye.henldn slopescie fit are mreak scales.01111.t
This is easy to implement, but the results and slopes fits are made by the compter
can be difficult to interpret in terms of in a least-scuares sense.
trends in spectral shape. The best resolu- The spectra in Figure 16 are from thetitan that is practical is about 10 kmi in ThspcrinFge 6refo te
alilde. \hich is the niliu m span positive gradient region on the upleg F layer

altiude whih i theminmum pan bottonmside (260- to 31 0-kin). All three
suitable for spectral analysis. A t this alt iu de (260l to co nis e in th ree

resolution. hiowever. th~ere is significant altitude intervals are consistent inl shape.resotttonho\e\-r, her issigifiant both individually and on average. w ith a

variahility of spectral form from sample to botl break n on aelenwtha
sample. e\en \\hen the structuring process spectral break near 300-ii vavelength.

is clearly dependent on altitude. For the Betwveen the bottom and the top of the
analvsis here. wve have tried to simplify the 20-km altitude span. there is a large
spectral shape interpretation by selecting a difference in the fluctuation energy at long
series of 20-ki spans of data that: (I) wavelengths. but at scales shorter than the
appear to be stationary, and (2) are regions break the slopes and energies are almost
over which the irregularity generation identical.
process is likely to be consistent. For
example the spans selected for the upleg There are six other stationary data spans
are the positi\e and negative gradients of for the upleg flight (see Figure 13) in
the sublayers. as noted in Figure 14. This addition to that shown in Figure 16. The
selection of specific spans assures that if density data and spectra for four of these
the break scale depends on either the driver are shown in Figure 17. Both positi\ e and
or the disturbance level, the difference in negative gradient regions are represented
break scale between those spans will not be arnong the segments, the clear differenti-
obscured. Within each 20-kn span. spectra ation between the amount of density
are computed from 10-km. overlapped, structure suggests that these have been
allitude ranges (the top. bottom, and recently driven and nondriven, respective-
middle 10 km of the data). By using three ly. Also clear from Figure 17 is that there
individual spectra, we can convey some is a variation of the freezing break with
qualitative measure of the spectral variabil- altitude. Of the two other data spans not
ity (or consistency) which can occur over shown in the figure. one (segment b in
each narro\v (20-kin) altitude range. Figure 13) is very similar in form to Figure

15. The other (segment g in Figure 13) is
Figure 16 showvs data from one low-altitude on the topside. It, too, shows a spectral
portion of the upleg. Because spectral break, but the spectral slopes are similar
shape is our primary concern, the three enough that the overall form can also be
individual (10-ki overlapped) spectra are interpreted as single power law.
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Six segments of data from the downleg also In effect, this simply means that the
have been analyzed. Telemetry data gaps downleg samples are shifted upward about
limit these useful spans to altitudes below 30 km relative to the upleg samples, ac-
380 kill, as shown in Figure 13. As noted cording to the magnetic field configuration
above, the macroscale features. but not the in Figure 12. The shift is not essential to
kilometer-scale structure, appear to map our conclusions, but brings the upleg and
from the upleg to the downleg along the downleg samples into very close alignment.
magnetic field. It can be safely assumed This alignment is the most obvious feature
that (he irregularity structures seen upleg of Figure 18. There is a systernatic ordering
and downleg were generated at approxi- of all but the topside and bottomsiide break
mately the same time, and through a scales. They range from about 300 rn at 270
similar process. The downleg structure is kn altitude, to larger than a kilometer at
only slightly weaker in strength and is 400 km altitude.
sampled about ten Ilinutes after the upleg,
so there should be little diffusive loss in There is also a change of spectral slope ith
spectral energy. In fact. this appears to be altitude. as the spectra in Figures 16 and
the case: the downleg spectra are similar 17 imply. Overall. the indices of the two
to those in Figure 17 in terms of break power-law conponents of the spectra both
wavelength variation and slope. The pri- become more shallow with increasing al-
mary difference is that there is no ordering titude. The average slopes for the twvo-
of the irregularity strength with gradient component spectra whose breaks lie along
sign, as there is on the upleg. the main seqiuence in Figure 18 are p, = 0.8

and pl = 3.3. The shallower slope is in good
agreement with the horizontal scan AE-E

The break wavelength data from all the value (Table 2): the dissipation reginie
upleg and downleg spectra are combined slope is significantly steeper than the AE-E
in Figure 18. The direction of the arrows average. As mentioned above, the highest
at each point indicates which are from the altitude spectrum is beter characterized as
upleg and which are from the downleg. In single power law in form. This is also true
order to combine the data on a common for the next spectrum down in altitude,
vertical scale, we have used magnetic \\-here the break wavelength approaches the
altitude-that is. the height at which the large scale limit of the spectrum. For these
magnetic field line for each sample topside samples. the spectral form ap-
segment crosses the magnetic eqluator. proaches k-2.
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SECTION 5

THE ALTITUDE DEPENDENCE OF THE FREEZING SCALE COMPARISON OF
MEASUREMENTS WITH EXISTING THEORY

As was discussed in Section 4. to make the vector makes with the field, it can be showvn
upleg and dow\nleg PLUMEX data consis- that geff is nearly constant along a given
tent in terms of a unique altitude field line. The observed relationship
dependence of the freezing scales, it was between the break wavelength and u,,
necessary to map the data to equal altitudes altitude profiles suggests a dependence of
at the magnetic equator. This seems the break wavelength on yff = geff/ui.
reasonable because that is where the driver independent of the gradient scale.
is concentrated. We next wish to consider
how the altitude dependence found com-
pares with existing theoretical models. To accept a Vin - dependence of the spectral

break over the central portion of the F
One prominent model for the freezing layer, some explanation is necessary as to
scale, due to Sperfing and Glassinan (1985) why the bottomside spectral forms do not
has a relatively simple altitude dependence. fit the same pattern. All of the spectra that
In that theory. the freezing scale is deviate from the ui, curve at low altitudes
controlled by a balance between growth and occur below about 280 km true altitude
decay mechanisms. and has a Vin- 1"2 and, we note from Figure 13, these
dependence with altitude, where vi,, is the segments are all on the F- layer bottomside.
ion-neutral collision frequency. The Speri- In terms of the overall data set. these points
ing and Glassman (1985) prediction. for are different from those at higher altitudes:
exospheric temperature of 800 K is each is on a steep positive gradient and
superimposed in Figure 18. The agreement exhibits a large value of 8N/N. This is
between observation and theory is reason- illustrated more specifically in Figure 19.
able. particularly at the lowest and highest which is a scatter plot of gradient Versus
altitudes. Overall. however, the slope of the oN/N. with the bottornside points circled.
prediction curve is too steep to match the Both the steep gradient and the large oN/N
bulk of the points. This suggests that a are indicators that, although the upper F
linear dependence on u1,-; might provide a layer may be stable, the bottomside may he
better fit to the break scale data. at least actively structuring. If local conditions
for the nonbottomside samples. This is, in (rather than those at the magnetic equator)
fact, the case, as the curve (labeled dominate, the theoretical curves in Figure
magnetic equator) in Figure 18 illustrates. 19 may move downward as much as 60 km
The linear growth rate is eclual to y = in altitude. This local structuring u,,I

g~r1/u1,L. where geff is the effective dependence is also shown in Figure 19, and
gravitational constant and L is the gradient provides a reasonably good fit to the
scale length. Using a simple dipole bottomside dependence we observe. This
magnetic field model and taking into may be a fortuitous agreement, however,
account the angle that the gravitational and it should be kept in mind that several
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other factors could explain the difference possibility of a vertical velocity shear
in break wavelength behavior on the (Tsunoda et al.. 1981), and the latitudinal
boitomside. Included among these is the dependence of the eastward neutral wind.
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Figure 19. Scatter Plot of Gradient Scale versuIs oNN measured by PLUMEX.
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SECTION 6

CONCLUSIONS

In this report. we have made a comprehen- consistent with the satellite altitude and the
si\e experimental stud of the spectral PLUMEX observations. Also consistent
characteristics of equatorial ionospheric with the PLUMEX data is an average single
F-region structure. Included are the charac- power-law slope of p - 2. Among the doni-
terization of spectra measured using RF nant two-component population. there is no
propagation. and in situ satellite and rocket obvious collision dependence of the freez-
observations scanning both vertically and ing break, even with changing satellite
horizontally across the magnetic field, altitude. In light of the PLUMEX data and.

in particular. the implication that the
The vertical-scan PLUMEX rocket data are spectral shape is not necessary a reflection
the easiest to interpret in terms of the of local conditions, this is not surprising.
physical processes that produce the irregu- On the other hand, the average PLUMEX
lariiies. This is because the structuring vertical and AE-E horizontal spectral
processes appear to be consistent over the shapes are in good agreement: this suggests
time and spatial extent of the measure- that spectral anisotropy, if present. is not
ment. Lnder those conditions, the irregu- major. The average break wavelengths of
larity powver spectra oti the topside of the the vertical spectra are onie\\hat larger
F layer (i.e.. inertia-domlinated altitudes) than the AE-E average, but are \\ell wiitliin
are powver law in form. with a one-dimen- the statistical distribution observed by the
,monal slope p - 2. Lower in altitude (i.e.. satellite. The shallow intermediate slopes
collision dominated). the spectra are two seen by AE-E and PLUMEX are essentially
component in form. with a shallow the sane with a value P,, - 0.8. The dissi-
intermediate scale reeinme and a more pation regime average slopes from AF-E
,teepl. sloped dissipation regime. The show a significant change With altitude. and
freezing scale. which wve have associated are shallower than those seen by PLUMEX
with the break of slope in the t\o-comrpo- or implied from tH%-,hase scintillation data.
nent spectra. moves to larger scale sizes The current analysis has not addressed this
\\ith increasing altitude. This altitude difference in detail, but subtle spectral
dependence is well matched by the inverse anisotropy seems likely to be the cause. A
of the ion-neutral collision frequency. The Value of PI = 3.2 can be used as anl esti-
comparison of the upleg and downleg data mated average overall value of vertical/
,,uegesls that the freezing scale characteris- horizontal, one-dimensional slope in the
tics of an irregularity volume is determined dissipation regime.
Ib) local conditions at the time and location
of their origin. Care must be taken to avoid strong scatter

effects if phase scintillation data are to be
The AE-E satellite data that have been used to imply the spectral form of in situ
analyzed \\ere collected over a large spatial irregularities. In addition, a significant per-
\olune and over many hours of local tinme. centage of the phase spectra appear to be
Approximately one-third of those data are altered by superposition of energy from
single power la\ in form. which is different altitudes. This is inherent in the
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technique, but can be avoided by careful component phase spectral form is. on
analysis. These disadvantages of the average, steeper than the in situ spectra in
method are more than offset by its ease and tle intermediate-scale regime. The varia-
economics as a morphological tool. The tion of this slope between station longitudes
slopes of the single power-law phase data suggests that it is a result of leakage of
agree very well with the slopes observed in superposed phase energy from structures
sit. The average value is near p = 3, which much larger than a few kilometers. The
translates to a onedirnensional slope of p dissipation regime slopes are, as noted
= 2. This suggests that thin phase screen above, in excellent agreement witlh those
theory. which predicts this correspondence seen by PLUMEX, but steeper than the
in weak scatter, is accurate. The two- average in tile AE-E statistics.
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